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Abstract: High-tech companies need to collect and analyze requirements and allocate them to appropriate product releases in market-driven product development. Development activities are typically scattered across multiple sites and involve multiple partners in different countries, complicating requirements and release management. Flexible, scalable, and secure groupware-based support for the activities provides substantial payoffs. Yet, the extant literature provides little theoretical guidance for designing and using requirements and release management systems in multi-site, multi-partner environments. This article develops the meta-requirements and a meta-design of an Information Systems Design Theory for the class of Requirements and Release Management Systems based on a case study in a global company and a literature review. The theory is scalable to meet the needs of global companies but simple enough so small and medium sized companies can also leverage it to implement requirements and release management solutions.
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1. Introduction

To succeed in the global markets of software-intensive products, high-tech companies need to shorten the cycle time of new product development (NPD) while improving product quality and service delivery and maintaining or reducing the total resources required [7;40].

This concern can be dealt with (1) internally through strategies such as global software development, where development resources are distributed globally to reap cost benefits and address specific needs of geographically-defined markets [10;44], and software product line engineering and management, that is, the strategic acquisition, creation, and reuse of software assets [32; 36; 43] or (2) externally by acquiring commercial off-the-shelf components and outsourcing software development, maintenance, and related services to best-in-class international outsourcing service providers (IOSPs) [11, 31]. A viable third strategy is to enact both strategies in parallel.

All the strategies require companies to effectively collect, analyze, and utilize requirements in their market-driven product development [1;22;23;26;45;48]. This is particularly true during the earliest phases of NPD in which different stakeholders need to integrate their knowledge into product concepts that direct the internal personnel and the IOSPs during the downstream phases of NPD [2;8;21]. A well-defined product concept is necessary to establish a viable product line architecture that can be shared across the products within the product line to enable strategic reuse. Well-defined requirements, architectural interfaces, and product structures are prerequisites for assigning appropriately scoped projects to IOSPs for implementation [11; 31].

The achievement of such integration is complicated by several factors [13]. Large amount of requirements ranging from abstract wishes to detailed technical solution proposals are created continuously. Development activities are scattered across many sites and partners in different countries, limiting possibilities for setting up face-to-face meetings [26]. Organizational changes, differences in organizational cultures, and divergent perceptions about the prospective product’s mission may make it difficult to reach an agreement about the product definition [12].

A commonly enacted software product line governance model and a strategic product line roadmapping process need to be instituted to ensure the organization is ready for multi-site development [36;52]. All sites should use as compatible processes, methodologies, tools, and terminologies as possible to enact the governance model [24]. The roadmaps detail the planned evolutions of the product lines and products by explicating common and variable features and allocating the features to scheduled product releases and responsible development organizations [43].

A critical component of the governance model is that all requirements are (1) captured in a repository to ensure they are neither missed nor overlooked and (2) subjected to effective filtering in order to prevent information overload [34;48;49]. The remaining requirements are then refined, specified, estimated in terms of cost and resource implications, prioritized, and allocated to product releases and development units. Flexible, scalable, and secure communication, coordination, and collaboration support
for these activities poses a significant challenge with substantial payoffs.

Design theories, unlike other theories, support the achievement of goals [4;25;37;50;51]. Walls, Widmeyer, and El Sawy [50, p. 37] argue that the information systems (IS) “field has now matured to the point where there is a need for theory development based on paradigms endogenous to the area itself” and call for information system design theories (ISDT) to fulfill that need. An ISDT is “a prescriptive theory based on theoretical underpinnings which says how a design process can be carried out in a way which is both effective and feasible” (ibid, p. 37).

Salo and Käkölä [48] found that groupware-based requirements management systems (RMS) need to be designed and used to redesign and enact the earliest phases of product development effectively in multi-site, cross-functional organizations. They developed an ISDT for RMS in order (1) to facilitate endogenous theory development in the context of RMS research, (2) to help RMS designers build successful RM systems, and (3) to guide organizations in evaluating and deploying RMS.

This research focuses on integrating requirements management with release management. Release management is concerned with the identification, packaging, and delivery of product’s elements [27]. It mirrors requirements management in the other end of the NPD lifecycle ensuring that internal and external releases meet the (specified and managed subset of) requirements identified in the front end of NPD and agreed upon during release planning and product line roadmapping. Based on our extensive industrial experience and review of academic literature, we hypothesize that the theoretical validity and practical relevance of the ISDT for RMS can be enhanced most effectively by extending the ISDT to provide integrated support for requirements and release management.

Release planning must be conducted carefully and systematically and the release plans must be communicated clearly and in time upstream to the stakeholders responsible for the requirements and the product strategy and downstream to the internal and external service providers [34]. Otherwise, it is difficult for the providers to schedule and synchronize their production activities to meet the requirements specified in the release plans. For example, requirements are unlikely to be measurable and the functional sizes of software releases cannot be estimated [17;28] if the requirements are not linked to releases implementing them. The extant literature provides little guidance for designing and deploying integrated Requirements and Release Management systems.

This article develops the product aspects of the ISDT for the class of Requirements and Release Management Systems (RRMS). It addresses the following research question: What are the necessary and sufficient properties of RRMS in a multi-site, multi-partner environment? The main contributions of the article are the meta-requirements of the ISDT and a meta-design that partially meets the meta-requirements. They are crystallized and validated based on (1) a case study in a global organization that deploys a RRMS instance (hereafter, RRMS) for effective requirements and release management and (2) a literature review in the areas of requirements management, release management, and process integration. The ISDT has been created based on the experiences in the global organization to ensure the meta-design is scalable. However, we have made every effort to simplify the meta-design so even small and medium-sized organizations can leverage it to implement RRMS solutions.

2. Research Method

A literature review was performed to develop preliminary meta-requirements and meta-design elements before the case study started. The review was essential to reduce bias induced by the single case study and ensure generalizability of the meta-requirements and the meta-design to maximum possible extent [54]. Potential meta-design elements that according to the review were peculiar to the organization were eliminated.

RRMS was a proprietary Lotus Domino based application developed in the organization. It had been productized, that is, one RRMS design was used. Business units had been closely involved in designing the system from the beginning and become committed to using and further developing it. They considered RRMS highly malleable to changing business needs partly because the organization controlled RRMS and business units did not need to negotiate with external vendors when changes were needed. RRMS had been institutionalized across the organization by the time the study was started. It was used by all development projects and updated by more than 10,000 people. RRMS enabled the projects quickly to locate existing reusable assets, substantially increasing productivity. Details concerning the organization and RRMS are beyond the scope of the paper.

While there were many reasons why RRMS was successful in the organization, one reason is crucial from the viewpoint of creating the ISDT for RRMS: RRMS enabled the real-time transparency and management of NPD efforts organization-wide but it was well scoped, did not impose more control and order than was necessary, and enabled people to use other information systems they we-
re familiar with. For example, RRMS did not replace existing project and portfolio management and product line roadmapping systems, which require advanced algorithmic models (e.g., what-if analyses, cost and effort estimation, optimization of inter-dependent releases) and visualization techniques. Software development processes and systems were not significantly affected either because software development was beyond the scope of RRMS. Projects increasingly leveraged agile development practices. RRMS thus could not impose unnecessarily stringent control mechanisms on them. Only the inputs to and the deliverables of management and software development processes and systems were dealt with by RRMS. For example, if requirements in RRMS needed specific product or organizational models to make them understandable, the models in the modeling environments were linked directly to RRMS or, sometimes, imported to RRMS. The analysis of RRMS has helped us to scope the partial ISDT for RRMS appropriately.

Two authors, a doctoral student and a master’s student in information systems research, worked full time in the organization during a 6 month study period. RRMS had become increasingly complex over the years when its designers had tried to meet the ongoing influx of new requirements. While its functionality had been documented well, the organization was keen to further develop it. A current state analysis of RRMS was thus deemed necessary to better understand the limitations and possibilities. Major RRMS design changes were not realized during the study. Authors had access to all relevant information and could interact with all people who had been involved with the RRMS design. They observed the use of RRMS, analyzed documentation, and conducted six semi-structured interviews with middle-level managers who had been involved with both process improvement and the design and use of RRMS. After interviews were completed, interviewees were provided with interview transcripts and summaries. Interviewees reviewed the meta-requirements and proposed new ones that were added to the original set if all interviewees considered the proposed meta-requirements critical for RRMS. The proposed meta-requirements and meta-design were used in the organization for further development of the RRMS.

Interestingly, the people authors interviewed or otherwise interacted with could not specify academic papers influential during the RRMS design. They were experts with long organizational tenures and relied on theories-in-use [3] developed primarily through social interactions (c.f., [42]), experiences from earlier projects, and agile development practices instead of academic papers or design theories. Authors thus became increasingly intrigued with how to build such a simple but scalable and effective ISDT for RRMS based on the case study that designers and managers in other organizations would be willing to use such a theory in addition to trial and error mechanisms and long-reinforced theories-in-use.

3. Meta-Requirements of the ISDT for RRMS

This section presents the meta-requirements for the ISDT for RRMS. They are introduced by revising a framework of Salo and Käkölä [48]. The framework considered meta-requirements in relation to three categories of services that RMS have to offer: (1) communication, (2) control and (3) change. Communication refers to the ability of RMS to disseminate requirements information within the organization, including information about the rationale for RM and its relationships to external environment. Support for control ensures that requirements are dealt with in accordance with approved principles and procedures. Support for change is needed because products, technologies and customers change and RMS must remain amenable to adjustments at all levels of RM activity.

Table 1. A framework for categorizing the meta-requirements of the ISDT for RRMS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Communication</th>
<th>Control</th>
<th>Change</th>
<th>Platform development</th>
<th>Process Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Prioritization and valuation of requirements and the allocation of requirements into releases</td>
<td>• Content ownership and accountability</td>
<td>• Version management of requirement documents</td>
<td>• Creation and reuse of reusable assets</td>
<td>• Process transparency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Traceability</td>
<td>• Management and coordination</td>
<td>• Release re-planning</td>
<td>• Knowledge creating capacity</td>
<td>• Providing information at the right level of detail</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Single capture of information</td>
<td>• Creating and sharing of metrics information</td>
<td>• Change management and impact analysis</td>
<td>• Knowledge</td>
<td>• Providing high quality information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Access rights and information security</td>
<td>• Access to high quality information on assets</td>
<td>• Defining and maintaining the requirements baseline</td>
<td>• Access</td>
<td>• Accessing reusable assets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• High quality information</td>
<td>• Integrated information</td>
<td>• Knowledge creating capacity</td>
<td>• High quality information</td>
<td>• Knowledge creating capacity</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The three categories are valid for RRMS but two new ones are needed: (4) Platform-based product development and (5) Process integration. Platform is the physical implementation of the baseline entity that contains the common business requirements for all the derivative products the platform has been designed to support (c.f., [6;38;39;40;43]). All customer specific product development occurs on top of the platform. Table 1 classifies all RRMS meta-requirements.

3.1 Meta-Requirements in Support of Communication

Prioritization and valuation of requirements and the allocation of requirements into releases

Requirements must be allocated into releases using requirement prioritization and valuation methods that enable the most crucial requirements to be implemented and released first [9; 47]. The methods are typically based on trade-off analysis between the (economic) values and implementation costs and resource constraints associated with the requirements [9,p.140;19;52]. They need to take
into consideration that all stakeholders do not have the same relative importance and that each stakeholder may value each requirement very differently [20;47]. According to interviews, customer involvement in valuation, prioritization and selection adds value to these processes: “Requirements can be prioritized to releases by communicating with customers and agreeing on what functionalities are wanted and on what timetable.”

**Traceability**

The purpose of requirement management is to achieve complete traceability from customers via the organizational departments to delivery [22,p.69]. Traceability improves risk assessment, project scheduling and change control [23,p.12]. All interviewees agreed that traceability from requirements elicitation to product delivery is critical for RRMS success. Interviewees also suggested other needs for traceability (e.g., linking components, errors, and use cases). But it is expensive to collect and manage traceability information [30,p.129]. The following traceability meta-requirements should always be implemented:

- Ability to trace forward from requirement sources to requirements and from requirements to subsequent features and corresponding design elements and designs [15]
- Ability to forward trace from design elements to subsequent designs and backward from corresponding features to requirements [15]
- Ability to trace from requirements directly to design entities and backward [30]
- Ability to trace requirements dependencies [18;30]

**Single capture of information**

RRMS instances should be the single capture points for requirements, ensuring that there is no redundant and inconsistent requirement information in the organization and that all requirements are handled appropriately in a single effective and transparent process reducing the risks of missing or forgetting requirements. RRMS should thus be (1) easy to use for occasional users in order to ensure that they enter the information and (2) interfaced to partners’ systems to ensure that partners can create, update, and review information as necessary.

3.2 Meta-Requirements in Support of Control

**Content ownership**

Requirements and release management activities should have appropriate owners. The main obstacles to successful requirements management are the lack of norms for project and requirements management [22,p.70]. Content ownership can be enhanced by assigning roles with clearly defined responsibilities to persons. For example, a set of requirements could be allocated to a requirement manager while particular releases could be assigned to a release manager. The role definitions and assignments improve accountability, enable evaluations of people with respect to their role expectations (e.g., release managers may be evaluated based on the quality of releases they are responsible for), and can ensure that all agreed upon deliverables are delivered in time and meet the defined quality criteria. Role based management also facilitates organizational (e.g., people may continue their work in their old roles in a new organization) and individual level changes (e.g., a new person takes responsibility of a role) [33;34]. This meta-requirement can thus be used in personnel evaluation, process development, and quality control.

**Management and coordination**

Flows of requirements are coordinated and requirements are allocated to releases through managerial activities and decisions. For example, decisions need to be taken concerning the acceptance of particular requirements to the development process and the maturity levels of the requirements. To allocate requirements to specific releases and implementation teams and track their progress, requirements are assigned different statuses. Interviewees commented this meta-requirement: “It should be possible to see from the tool who is responsible for certain parts of the process, who makes decisions concerning those parts, what the timetables are, and what kind of documentation should be available.”

**Creating and sharing of metrics information**

Measurement is an essential part of process management [14;29;33]). Defined and measurable objectives are needed to evaluate the current status and develop the process. Metrics information enables comparison of process effectiveness across projects and products over time (e.g., project portfolio and product line management).

**Access rights and information security**

Access rights and information security policies are important in high-technology companies. Products are typically designed and implemented in complex networks of companies where competitors are also involved. RRMS must help ensure that partners do not access each other’s sensitive information. Multiple partners can build competing products on top of a shared platform and thus need to share information about the platform but they should know nothing about each other’s products and objectives.

3.3 Meta-Requirements in Support of Change

**Version management of requirement and release documents**

Versions of individual requirements and requirements specifications need to be controlled [53,p.268]. Change management and document version management processes must be in place to create and maintain requirement baselines. Requirement document version management is related to the general workflow management. However, one interviewee emphasized that it is most useful in requirement development phase, not in later phases when the documents are relatively stable. Change management and version management processes should be aligned and agreed upon: “If the change is large, a new requirement can
suitability of baselines or products for strategic reuse. In practice, we could use version management for small revisions. But if the changes are too large, change management needs to be used.”

**Release re-planning**

When software development is market-driven [45], release planning and requirement prioritization are parts of strategic product planning [9]. Release re-planning is needed when, for example, the product strategy is changed. Release re-planning may be related to planning the release cycles and the scope, role and timing of each individual release project or to release project management (i.e., the length, scope, and the number of iteration cycles of a project) when individual release projects develop the product versions [46].

**Change management and impact analysis**

A clearly defined change management process is needed to estimate impacts of possible changes and to control the changes made to the requirements and releases [34]. Change management and impact analysis enable organizations to be aware of the influences of requirement changes on the resources and market situation.

**Defining and maintaining the requirements baseline**

Baselining refers to the freezing of current agreed upon requirements. When the baseline decision has been made, subsequent requirements are treated as change requests and compared to the baseline. If the requests are accepted, they will enter product development through the change management process [34].

**3.4 Meta-Requirements for Platform Development**

**Creation and reuse of reusable assets**

Platforms are strategic organizational assets designed to be reusable and afford common features and predefined variation mechanisms through which mass-customized products can be created quickly and cost effectively [43]. Platforms consist of assets such as requirements, design elements, components, and user interfaces that are often also reusable. RRMS should provide a comprehensive information model to describe the assets adequately and advanced search functionalities to help projects easily find assets suitable for their needs.

**Knowledge creating capacity**

Knowledge creating capacity [16] of RRMS refers to a functionality which helps users to a capability to leverage information and the platform assets in novel and possibly unforeseen ways. The following quote clarifies the matter: “Requirement management involves the identification and management of baselines and products for strategic reuse. For example, we could see from the tool that this baseline is good for our purposes and we just have to change it from there and there in order to have a right configuration for our needs.”

Ideally, users should not have to manually check the suitability of baselines or products for strategic reuse. RRMS should suggest alternative baselines and automatically rank them by taking the parameters and constraints imposed by the context of reuse into account. This is possible when a mature platform has been created.

**3.5 Meta-Requirements in Support of Process Integration**

**Process transparency**

RRMS should help make integrated requirements and release management processes transparent, that is, the stakeholders involved should be able to understand the results of their RRMS-mediated actions and deal with unexpected errors or coordination breakdowns quickly before expensive disruptions in routines and flaws in deliverables occur [33;34]. Transparency can be facilitated by standardizing the terms and forms of information transfer. One interviewee stated: “Process transparency is especially important in decision making situations. Another important situation is when someone cannot implement, for example, a requirement in a given timetable.”

**High quality information**

Organizations have to be able to base their requirements and release decisions on high quality (i.e., accurate, specific, relevant, reliable, timely, and accessible) information [41]. Transparent RRMS-mediated processes and committed and skilful people are crucial to ensure high quality. RRMS should also help users to identify which pieces of information are the most critical in each phase of the process, for example, by sending reminders and highlighting the required fields in the different phases.

Providing information at the right level of detail

Appropriate granularity of information facilitates decision making and eliminates extraneous activities required to decompose or summarize information [5]. The right level of detail depends on the situation. For example, highly mature requirements and release management processes can leverage much more detailed (quantitative) information than immature processes. RRMS must incorporate and represent requirement- and release-related information in granularity levels that are useful for different process contexts and roles [48].

**4. A Meta-Design of the ISDT for RRMS**

This section first outlines a generic meta-design for RRMS based on the analyses of interview transcripts, RRMS, and the literature review. It covers a subset of the meta-requirements specified in the previous section. The section concludes by explicating the linkages between the meta-requirements and the meta-design to validate the meta-design and to justify its scope.

**4.1 Information Model for Integrated Requirement Management and Release Management Process**

To design an effective requirement management and release management process, the information model for
the process must be defined. We have synthesized a simple but scalable model based on the literature review and a detailed examination of RRMS. The experts of the organization have reviewed and accepted the model. It consists of four entities used in the integrated process and links between and within the entities to enable traceability, hierarchical composition (i.e., each entity can consist of any number of the same type of entities), and appropriate granularity of information (Figure 1): Customer Requirement, Requirement, Feature and Release. Requirement and Release are the base entities. The other two are derivatives of Requirement.

Customer Requirement is used for requirements from the external environment. Internal and external requirements are separated to meet the meta-requirements related to platform-based product development and information security. For example, customer requirements are business critical and can provide competitive advantage by enabling organizations to focus efforts on implementing the differentiating and high-value adding requirements. Access rights for them and for requirements have to be defined and enacted differently.

Requirement is used for internal requirements developed by internal product creation processes within an organization or a network of companies collaborating to create a joint platform for effective product development. Requirement can thus be used for platform requirements related to the platform offering. In the platform context, customer requirements are used as the basis for developing derivative products on top of the platform. Separation of Customer Requirement and Requirement also facilitates change management. Requirements can be changed only through negotiations with their originators. Negotiations with external requirement suppliers are more challenging than with suppliers of internal requirements.

4.2 Generic Structures of Entities

This section introduces generic structures and attributes of the entities presented in the information model. According to the ISDT, RRMS instances should include at least these structures and attributes to be effective.

**Requirement and Customer Requirement**

Table 3 presents the generic structure of Requirement and Customer Requirement by revising and elaborating on the work of Salo & Käkölä [48]. Next, each class within the structure is presented.

**Description** describes the intent of and justification for a requirement and a customer Requirement. Version indicates the version number of the document. Name and ID are used for identification and traceability.

**Origin** describes where the requirement comes from and when. For customer requirements the sources are external organizations. For requirements, sources are customer requirements and internal organizational units.

**Categorization** describes the parts (i.e., platform, product, and responsible person) of the product and the development organization the requirement or customer requirement is related to. Product platform works as the base architecture for derivative products. Requirements and customer requirements will be linked to appropriate platforms and final products. Responsible persons further develop requirements and customer requirements.

**Analysis** is used to probe the implications of the requirement. Priority and customer value can be handled as one attribute, but organizations needing sophisticated valuation processes should divide them in two. Customer need is used to describe the detailed business case, which the requirement or customer requirement is trying to solve. If
there is a firm deadline by which the requirement needs to be implemented and released for use of customer(s) (e.g., in their products), the deadline must be made explicit. The total cost and effort need to be estimated [29] to determine whether the requirement is feasible from economic and schedule viewpoints. Risks associated with the (customer) requirement need to be assessed. Examples of requirement statuses include: New - Categorized – Analyzed – For Review – Approved / Rejected / Postponed [48].

*Workflow* describes what should be done next to this requirement or customer requirement and by whom. Customer requirements and requirements are allocated, respectively, to requirements and features and responsible persons are assigned.

*History* is used to provide information about all prior changes and editors of requirements documents [48]. It enables traceability and the development of organizational memory that is especially useful when routines break down unexpectedly and the reasons for the breakdowns must be found and eliminated to continue the effective execution of routines [33].

### Table 3. Generic Structure of Requirement and Customer Requirement

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>What is the requirement about?</td>
<td>Name, ID, Description, Rationale, Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Where does the requirement come from?</td>
<td>Author, Source, Date of creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td>What parts of the product and the development organization is the requirement related to?</td>
<td>Platform, Product, Responsible Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>What are the implications of the requirement?</td>
<td>Status, Priority, Customer need, Deadline for the customer need, Customer value, Risks, Required effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>What should be done to this requirement next? By whom?</td>
<td>Allocation to Requirements/Features, Assignment to Requirement/Feature responsible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>What has been done to the requirement? When?</td>
<td>Information about all prior edits, editors, and changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Feature

Each class within the Feature-entity (Table 4) is presented in this section.

*Description* tells the intent of and justification for the Feature. *Origin* indicates the author, date of creation, and Requirements from which the Feature is allocated.

*Categorization* links Features to products and/or product platforms and identifies the person having the feature responsibility. Because Feature is an entity for managing detailed implementation, it has an attribute containing traceability links to technical specifications, documentations and code. Features tend to have complex dependencies [55]. For example, a feature may be incorporated into a product only if its parent feature is also included.

*Analysis* contains the other attributes that Requirement and Customer Requirement have, with the exception of Customer value-attribute used to decide whether requirements or customer requirements should be implemented or not. The required work effort needs to be estimated to help teams in their work allocation and scheduling.

*Workflow* consists of detailed task descriptions together with traceability links to provide the guidelines for implementation work and to enable organizational learning through, for example, post-mortem analysis (i.e., what was planned vs. realized). When starting the work, Features are assigned to responsible teams or persons.

*History* tells what has been done to Feature, when and by whom.

### Table 4. Generic Structure of Feature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>What is the feature about?</td>
<td>Name, ID, Description, Rationale, Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Where does the feature come from?</td>
<td>Author, Source, Date of creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td>What parts of the product and the development organization is the feature related to?</td>
<td>Platform, Product, Responsible Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>What are the implications of the feature?</td>
<td>Status, Priority, Customer need, Deadline for the customer need, Customer value, Risks, Required work effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>What should be done to this feature next? By whom?</td>
<td>Task description, Assignment to teams/persons, Assignment to Release</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>What has been done to the feature? When?</td>
<td>Information about all prior edits, editors, and changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Release

Classes within the Release-entity (Table 5) that need elaboration are explained in this section.

*Description* describes what the release is about. For example, a release may fix some specific quality

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>What is the release about?</td>
<td>Name, ID, Description, Rationale, Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Where does the release come from?</td>
<td>Author, Source, Date of creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td>What parts of the product and the development organization is the release related to?</td>
<td>Platform, Product, Responsible Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>What are the implications of the release?</td>
<td>Status, Priority, Customer need, Deadline for the customer need, Customer value, Risks, Required work effort</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>What should be done to this release next?</td>
<td>Task description, Assignment to teams/persons, Assignment to Release, Date when Release is ready</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>What has been done to the release? When?</td>
<td>Information about all prior edits, editors, and changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
problems without providing new functionality.

In \textit{Origin}, Source Features attribute indicates which features are included in a release.

In \textit{Categorization}, a release is related to specific product platforms and/or products and has a responsible person.

\textit{Analysis} describes the statuses of a release such as: Planned – Ready to be Released (i.e., all features belonging to a release are ready) – Released.

Because releases constitute manageable and releasable entities, the only \textit{Workflow} related attribute tells the estimated release date. This information together with History is adequate for organizational learning and performance monitoring (e.g., planned vs. actual release date).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Class</th>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Description</td>
<td>What is the release about?</td>
<td>Name, ID, Description, Version</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Origin</td>
<td>Where does the release come from?</td>
<td>Author, Source Features, Date of creation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Categorization</td>
<td>What parts of the product and the development organization is the release related to?</td>
<td>Platform, Product, Responsible Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis</td>
<td>What are the implications of the release?</td>
<td>Status, Priority</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workflow</td>
<td>What should be done to this release next? By whom?</td>
<td>Release date</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History</td>
<td>What has been done to the release? When?</td>
<td>Information about all prior edits, editors, and changes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.3 Validating and Scoping the Meta-Design by Analyzing how it Meets the Meta-Requirements

Prioritization and valuation of requirements and the allocation of requirements into releases

Prioritization and valuation of requirements is enabled by the entities Requirement and Customer Requirement. Their attributes Priority and Customer Value are used to store and access the prioritization and valuation information in RRMS. The prioritization and valuation methods are not included in the meta-design for two reasons. First, the literature provides hardly any methods that are generalizable and scalable to meet the needs of complex industrial environments where multiple interdependent releases of interdependent products and platforms are planned simultaneously [35]. Second, the product programs of the case organization used different prioritization methods and tools because they differed in size, duration, and product maturity. The meta-design ensures that RRMS can provide the information for using the methods and store and share the results organization-wide.

Allocation of requirements into releases is enabled transitively through features, that is, requirements and customer requirements are allocated to features, which are linked to releases. Releases provide implemented functionality and are thus linked to features directly.

Traceability

The information model enables bi-directional traceability between entities through Origin- and Workflow-classes. In Customer Requirement and Requirement, Source-attribute is used for backward traceability and Allocation to Features-attribute enables forward traceability to features. Source Requirement- and Assignment to Release-attributes of Feature enable, respectively, backward and forward traceability from features. Traceability links-attribute enables the traceability from Features to implementation specific documentation and software code.

Change management and impact analysis

Change management is facilitated by the History-class in all entities. Change requests can be considered as normal (customer) requirements, analyzed, linked to the respective existing requirements in RRMS that are within the scope of change, and implemented and released following the integrated requirement and release management process. Impact analysis is enabled by Categorization- and Analysis-classes. Platform- and Product-attributes show the organizational entities affected by each requirement and release. Customer value- and Required effort-attributes are used to decide the feasibility of implementing a (customer) requirement.

Content ownership

Content ownership is determined through the Categorization-class. The attribute Responsible Person explicitly defines the content ownership.

Accountability of experts responsible for release planning tasks

All entities have Responsible Person-attributes facilitating the accountability of experts. Each release thus has to specify who is responsible for planning, which features are released in which release. The meta-design does not detail the metrics that could be used for measuring performance. However, it can be used as a baseline for sophisticated measurement systems.

Management and coordination

The meta-design supports management and coordination, for example, by explicating the schedules imposed on various entities, the products and organizational units the entities are related to, and the workflows the entities are subjected to.

Version management of requirement documents

Description- and History-classes enable the version management of requirements (and other entities) by, respectively, numbering versions and showing the actors involved with each version and the actions taken.

Release re-planning

The individuals responsible for particular features and releases decide about release re-planning (e.g., features belonging to a release cannot be released because they are unexpectedly delayed). Feature and release documents
and bidirectional traceability links between them (stored in Assignment to Release- and Source Features-attributes) facilitate the implementation of the meta-requirement.

When there are numerous interdependencies between releases, between features, and between features and releases, the appropriate data stored in RRMS can be transferred into a release re-planning and optimization system (e.g., [9,47]) for analysis. Prescribing the features of such systems is beyond the scope of the ISDT for RRMS because the systems are algorithmically complex, enable cost, effort and schedule estimation based on historical data [17], and operate on a higher level of analysis than RRMS where strategic and operational decisions (e.g., about the common features within and across the product lines) are taken based on information in RRMS and other systems. Another IS design theory needs to be built for such systems and interfaced with the ISDT for RRMS.

5. Conclusions and Future Research

This research focused on the RRMS-enabled multi-site and platform-based product development. It synthesized the meta-requirements and a partial meta-design of a simple but comprehensive and scalable ISDT for RRMS to help practitioners in both small and large organizations implement and evaluate RRMS solutions. The validity of the partial ISDT was enhanced by using methods such as the analysis of a RRMS instance in a case organization and by explicating the meta-requirements met by the meta-design. Due to space limitations, the design product effectiveness hypotheses of the ISDT (clarifying the expected organizational benefits from using a RRMS instance derived from the class of RRMS) have been beyond the scope of this article. The hypotheses are needed for the empirical validation of the theory in future research. RRMS is expected to reduce resources needed in product development, shorten time-to-market by ensuring right-information is available at the right time for right people, improve customer satisfaction by ensuring that requirements are transformed efficiently to product features, and improve quality by minimizing the number of errors during development and easing up error tracking.

Future research is necessary to devise extensions to the ISDT. Possible extensions include (1) strategic release management [46] that takes a more strategic and long-term view than release project management the ISDT deals with and (2) the inclusion of a Component entity in the information model of the meta-design to help projects better find and reuse implementation level assets that meet their needs. Such a solution further improves the generalizability of the ISDT because platform organizations often combine both software and hardware in their assets. Our preliminary industrial experiences show that Component is useful especially if it describes how and when Component instances have been tested.

The single case study methodology may not provide a sound basis for generalization [54]. Therefore, new case studies and action research projects are necessary to make the ISDT more credible for IS designers and researchers. Design science research leveraging the methods of action research [25] helps examine the applicability of the ISDT by finding out to what extent organizations that want to acquire or design and implement RRMS systems can utilize the ISDT for those purposes. The ISDT can then be revised as necessary.
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